
Water Budget (RDN)
rdnwaterbudget.ca/water-101/aquifers-groundwater/#aquifer

Groundwater 101 (RDN)
rdnwaterbudget.ca/water-101/aquifers-groundwater/#aquifer

Team WaterSmart (RDN)
rdn.bc.ca/team-watersmart

"Slow it, Spread it, Sink it" (Okanagan)
okwaterwise.ca/pdf/HomeDrainageGuide_Okanagan.pdf

Wetland Mapping (RDN)
getinvolved.rdn.ca/rdn-wetland-mapping

Provincial Aquifer search
https://apps.nrs.gov.bc.ca/gwells/aquifers

As drought increases and our population grows, we use
more water from our aquifers. Some aquifers are stressed
and experiencing declines. The greatest amount of water
used by individual homes is for outdoor water use. 

Ensuring rainfall can infiltrate the ground to recharge our
aquifers simultaneously mitigates flooding AND increases
our resilience to drought. one way to recharge our
groundwater and prevent flood damage is to redirect the
rain into the ground, rather than have it run off urban and
individual home surfaces, such as roofs, decks, patios,
driveways and compacted bare soil. The key is to slow the
water, spread it, and sink it. This is done by preserving soil
and vegetation and designing green infrastructure like rain
gardens.

Wetlands act like sponges, absorbing water, filtering run-
off, and replenishing the groundwater. By protecting our
wetlands we preserve these important natural functions. 

Trees and forests are also vital to replenishing and
protecting groundwater.  A forest slows rain by intercepting
downpours. The moisture slowly drips from the tree
canopy to the ground over a wide area, giving the soil time
to absorb it, and preventing run-off and erosion.
Protecting our ecosystems helps to preserve the health of
our water cycle, so our communities can continue to
thrive.

Understanding how drought, flooding, increasing temperatures and
increasing population will affect water supply on the east coast of
Vancouver Island, requires us to understand our aquifers.
 

What is an aquifer? An aquifer is an underground formation where
spaces between gravel, sand, clay, or rock are saturated with water.
This underground water 
is called ‘groundwater’ 
and it is accessed by wells 
to provide drinking water 
and irrigation for households, 
farms and communities. Roughly 65,000 residents in our region rely
on groundwater for their water supply, including the residents of all
electoral areas and municipalities (except for the City of Nanaimo
where the drinking water supply is surface water from the Nanaimo
River). We need healthy aquifers providing clean, sufficient
groundwater to survive and thrive.

Groundwater and surface water interact and are interdependent.
During times without rain, rivers and streams can continue to run
because of groundwater contributing to baseflow. And, surface
water in lakes, rivers and streams can return to the ground to
recharge aquifers instead of running off into the ocean. Wetlands
and forests facilitate this process, as well as measures we can take
in our own homes and gardens.
 

Whether you have a private domestic well or the municipal water
system, it’s important to know about the aquifer that supplies your
community and how to protect it. We can all work to become more
familiar with our water sources and take measures to protect them.
 

Groundwater and surface
water interact and are

interdependent

For more on how to protect and conserve
water, see the Regional District of
Nanaimo’s Team Watersmart:
https://www.rdn.bc.ca/team-watersmart
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